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The crafty devils brewing 
up an amber nectar storm

Weighing it up: The ingredients

raise a glass or two BaRs ThaT BRew

says Wilf Hosfall, 25, who 
crowdfunded the company with pal 
Matt Denham, 30. Andrew Hadfield, 
34, and Nick Fletcher, 27, came on 
board soon after. ‘We were making 
beer in buckets in our kitchen and 
thought there had to be some kind of 
stepping stone between that and a 
professional level,’ says Wilf. ‘There 
wasn’t, so we came up with this.’

The fun happens in an archway in 
what is known as the Bermondsey 
Beer Mile because of its number of 
breweries and tap houses. 

Nick, a glass of beer never far 
from his hand, takes us 
through the process. First 
you make the ‘mash’. This 
involves adding hot water 
to your malt. This dictates 
the colour, base flavour and 
alcohol level. We shall be 
coming home at a not-
embarrassing 6.1 per cent. 

After an hour, you ‘sparge’ 
the mash (basically a cleansing 

Bristol
Zerodegrees 
Swanky-looking joint – think 
burnished steel, neon and raw 
brick – with its own pilsner,  
wheat and pale ales plus more.

zerodegrees.co.uk/bristol

Manchester
Blackjack Brew Tap
Less a pub that brews beer than 
a brewery where you can drink 
beer, with a pleasingly DIY ethic 
towards seating and décor.

blackjack-beers.com

Glasgow
Drygate
‘Brewed fearlessly’ is how they 
describe themselves. Does 
comedy nights in case the 24 
rotating taps aren’t fun enough.

drygate.com

Ings, Cumbria
The Watermill
Award-winning boozer two miles 
from Lake Windemere. Has eight 
rooms if you want to get stuck in 
for the night.  

watermillinn.co.uk

Maidstone, Kent
Swan On The Green 
Village green pub. Not one for the 
hopheads perhaps but why go 
super fruity when you can choose 
from a best, porter or mild. 

swan-on-the-green.co.uk

process which also extracts all the 
sugar from the malt). This leaves you 
with the ‘wort’, which tastes like the 
crunchy bit inside Maltesers. You then 
boil your wort for another hour, now 
adding the hops for more flavour. 
There’s a fair bit of standing round 
but, hey, there’s a bar at the back and, 
you know, when in Rome…

Boiling done, you add your yeast, 
which is where the magic happens. 
Yeast is a living organism and does 
two things. It uses the oxygen in the 
wort to reproduce then sets to eating 
the sugar, turning it into alcohol.  
This is the fermentation stage, which 
takes place in a temperature-
controlled room at the back. 
It will be another four 
weeks before we bottle it and 
a fortnight more before 
it’s ready to drink, 
which means there’s 
nothing left for us to 

do. Or almost nothing. ‘Can we 
name the beer?’ we ask. 
‘Sure,’ says Nick, seeming 
less than sure. ‘What is it?’ 

‘Hop Off The Press.’ ‘It’s a 
good name. Yeah. Like it.’

Membership starts at  
£40 a month. ubrew.cc

The verdICT:
We gave Hop Off The Press to 
Metro’s resident hophead 
Nick Howells to taste. He 
said: ‘As a slick of deep 
bronze liquid flows into the 
glass you know you’re 
grappling with a mercurial 
beast. A leathery 
caramel jab on the 
nostrils adds a 
roguish impression, 
followed by an 
unexpected left 
hook of toffee 
apple to the taste 
buds. The hops 
brawl with the 
toasted rye and 
smoky malts. The 
rye triumphs with a 
sucker punch.’ 
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Beer = THe 
NeW WiNe

Step away from the 
white wine spritzers, the 

industry agrees beer is having 
a moment. Craft beer specialist 
Innis & Gunn has reported a 30 
per cent year-on-year growth 
for the past two years, while 

Marks & Spencer has 
launched 13 new lines 

of beer this week.
Pour: Paul keeps a close eye on Nick

On the move: The beer is transferred

Bottle it: Paul prepares the bottles for his beer

Beer fiends: Matt 
Denham (left) and 

Wilf Hosfall started 
Ubrew

On the rise: 
Craft beer has 

become 
increasingly 

popular

Magic beast: 
Brewer’s yeast
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